
 
 

Telecom Italia contribution  

to the consultation on  

“Creative Content Online in the Single Market” 

 

Introduction  

 
Telecom Italia Group is active in the electronic communications market in Italy and abroad 
(in particular in Europe, it operates in Germany and France) through the provision of 
traditional communications and audiovisual services via fixed and mobile networks, and 
broadcasting on analog and DTT networks.  

Telecom Italia Group welcomes the Communication on Creative Content Online in the Single 
Market and thanks the European Commission for the opportunity to contribute to the present 
consultation. Indeed, TI is particularly interested in the debate about the identification of the 
real challenges for the development of a competitive online market in Europe and the need to 
find sound and balanced solutions amongst all stakeholders.  

For this reason, TI welcomes the setting up of a Content Online Platform, as a forum for 
discussing the main policy issues, where all stakeholders of the value chain must necessarily 
be represented. 

 

Availability of creative content 
TI Group shares the Commission’s view that the availability of legal content at non 
discriminatory conditions and at affordable prices is key for developing a competitive and 
innovative online market. In this context, competition rules can be of paramount importance.   

New media – internet/broadband and mobile – can bring new business models and provide 
additional revenues to the media and content industry. Its full development depends on 
availability of content. Although there has been some progress in negotiation deals with 
content owners, new media are still facing difficulties to access a wide range of contents. 
 
New media can benefit the overall content industry if they are able to offer consumers content 
services with fast download and at a fair price.  The piracy concern is best addressed by 
providing a legal alternative that works efficiently. The music industry is at the forefront in 
offering contents on-line because – compared to movies – it has limited production costs and 
is not managed through a windows system which works with a hold back period for each 
window (theatrical, Video/DVD etc.).   
To be an effective alternative to piracy, films must be purchasable online from the 
Video/DVD release.  This obviously implies greater competition for those actors in the value 
chain which rely on distribution of 1st release movies (namely the Video/DVD distributors 
and to some extent pay TV windows).  
 

Digital Rights Management systems (DRMs) are key components to build sophisticated 
B2B2C/B2C value chains, ensuring proper remuneration is directed to all the value chain 



 
 

stakeholders and limiting piracy of audiovisual copyrighted content. Recently DRMs have 
evolved to enable new business models such as subscriptions and/or metered subscriptions 
and ad-based free access content.  

While it is assumed that Content Owners of the value chain have benefits from content 
protection technologies, end users often are not aware of what DRM means or perceive it in a 
negative fashion (DRM as Digital Restriction Management).  

This is mainly due to the adoption of vertical/proprietary solutions which create digital 
barriers to the circulation of content among devices legally owned by users, and among the 
restricted set of family members and friends, with which the user normally shares material 
and immaterial goods.  

Harmonization of different industry and market interests need to be pursued so as risk of 
monopoly can be avoided and healthy competition among market players can help 
differentiation of business models and increased acceptability by customers. 

 

TI Response to the Policy/Regulatory issues for consultation 

Digital Rights Management 

1.a Do you agree that fostering the adoption of interoperable DRM systems should support 
the development of online creative content services in the Internal Market?  

Interoperability is a desirable feature of any mass market product; beyond technical 
implementation of interoperability, it would be important to guarantee to end users the rights 
to share legally acquired contents among all his devices. This could really enhance the usage 
of digital contents. However DRM systems are specifically designed to limit interoperability 
to some extent, since their stated primary goal is to protect content from uncontrolled 
distribution. It is then questionable whether a specific DRM solution, even if adopted at the 
European level, would be sufficient to make the online content market flourish. On the other 
hand, the cost of the adopted solution would be imposed to end users making the online 
content services less attractive. It is therefore advisable to let the market decide on the most 
efficient solution that best fits the need of customers and content providers at the same time.  

1.b What are the main obstacles to fully interoperable DRM systems? 

The main barrier has not to be sought on the technical side (many solutions might exist at 
different levels). Main  obstacles to fully interoperable DRM systems spring from commercial 
strategies of players in the field that compete to dominate specific market segments.  

Obviously the type of information necessary to achieve interoperability is also precisely the 
information necessary to render DRM useless: encryption algorithms, keys, content metadata, 
etc. We have to consider that there may be no reasonable way for DRM technology platform 
providers to provide the necessary "interoperability information". 

1.c Which commendable practices do you identify as regards DRM interoperability? 
Whatever the technical or legal solution, in such a competitive market, any attempt to impose 
the interoperability requirement would run the risk of favouring some players and causing 
detriment to some others. From the point of view of end users, if they are properly informed 
on the characteristics of a product or service, and on its limitations, they can choose by 
themselves the one that better suits their needs, rather than being forced to pay the extra cost 
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that is imposed uniformly to all products and/or services to satisfy the interoperability 
requirement.  

DRM interoperability to customer eyes means device interchangeability and services 
supported through them. A few international initiatives already exist aiming at this, fostering 
new business models opportunities for DRM solution Vendor. To mention few of them: 
CORAL (http://www.coral-interop.org/index.html) and Digital Living Network Alliance 
(DLNA), the latter being a consortium participated by main CE vendors which is currently 
seeking interoperability through a set of guidelines to ensure an industry-accepted DRM 
solution within the so called home domain. 
 

2.a Do you agree that consumer information with regard to interoperability and personal 
data protection features of DRM systems should be improved?  

Currently deployed devices using DRM technology convey little (if any) information about 
the presence and the characteristics of the adopted content protection measures. This has been 
one of the main complaints addressing the current use of DRM technologies in the CE and IT 
market. Therefore, an effort towards the transparent communication to the end user about the 
features and limitations of the various devices on the market would be an improvement in the 
end user perception of the fairness of the commercial offer. 

The same approach should be followed also with the services that involve protected 
multimedia contents: users should be informed about rules and terms of allowed usage before 
buying contents. Information means transparency. 

2.b What could be, in your opinion, the most appropriate means and procedures to improve 
consumers' information in respect of DRM systems?  

Any labeling, logo or textual information informing about the presence of content protections 
measures, its limitations and its compatibility, would be a progress in the achievement of 
transparency of information towards the end user.  

2.c Which commendable practices would you identify as regards labelling of digital products 
and services? 

Labeling should indicate compatibility with formats and services applicable to the product.  
As an example, consider the case of DVD players which are marked with various logos (e.g. 
DVD-Video, CD-R, CD-RW, etc.) to indicate compatibility with various disk formats. 

3) Do you agree that reducing the complexity and enhancing the legibility of end-user licence 
agreements (EULAs) would support the development of online creative content services in the 
Internal Market? Which recommendable practices do you identify as regards EULAs? Do you 
identify any particular issue related to EULAs that needs to be addressed? 

Existing EULAs for the current services contain clauses which not always can be quickly and 
easily understood and compared with similar offers, despite the fact that some commonalities 
exist. While the possible business models would be limited in standardizing all EULAs, a 
common understanding and simplification of the contractual conditions offered to the final 
users would improve user confidence and acceptance of the services, stimulate competition of 
similar services and finally boost the market of online creative content.  
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A similar effort could bear in mind similar initiatives for the standardization of common 
conditions for the public release of unprotected creative content, in different forms (software, 
artworks, etc.), and build on them to create transparent DRM services, still leaving space to 
innovation in offers and business models. 

4) Do you agree that alternative dispute resolution mechanisms in relation to the application 
and administration of DRM systems would enhance consumers' confidence in new products 
and services? Which commendable practices do you identify in that respect? 

Member States organize and rule, according to their normative corpus, the resolution of the 
disputes that may arise from circumvention of DRM systems and violation of copyright laws. 
While courts may lack internal technical know-how to deal with such kinds of disputes, and 
content leakage should be bound by prompt intervention, which not always can be guaranteed 
by existing structures, the role and scope of dispute resolution mechanisms alternative to 
national and ordinary jurisdiction should be carefully considered and evaluated. The 
implementation of an alternative dispute resolution system is desirable - because of the 
specialization of this entity, simplification of the procedure and reduction and prompt 
intervention– provided that the aforesaid system doesn’t affect the right to submit a claim to a 
jurisdictional authority. 

5) Do you agree that ensuring a non-discriminatory access (for instance for SMEs) to DRM 
solutions is needed to preserve and foster competition on the market for digital content 
distribution? 

DRM systems can be set as entry barriers to new players in the digital content market, not 
only for SME.  However, the online content market continue to be a very competitive market, 
where various innovative solutions and business models (some of which not based on DRM) 
are experimented. Unless there is a clear perception that a single specific solution has become 
a de-facto monopoly, it would be unfair to force some of the companies competing in the 
market to provide access to their DRM technology, which they consider a fundamental 
competitive asset.  
Multi-territory rights licensing 

6) Do you agree that the issue of multi-territory rights licensing must be addressed by means 
of a Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council? 

TI welcomes the Commission proposal for a Recommendation addressing multi-territory 
rights licensing also for audiovisual sector as this would provide a general framework at EU 
level, that can help reducing the present uncertainties connected to ad hoc agreements 
between collecting societies for extra-territorial licensing. Greater competition between 
collecting societies for the provision of rights licenses to users must be encouraged in order to 
promote a pan-European market for the distribution of content on-line.   

This is important also in relation to the possibility that end customers have to buy contents on 
the Internet from foreign service providers: it is not always possible to restrict sales during 
Internet transaction paid with credit cards. 

It is important to assess the impact of the Commission Recommendation on online 
management of music rights in October 2005 on the development of the online music sector 
and whether it has achieved the objectives that it pursued, as this can be an important 
benchmark on actions to be taken for audiovisual content on line.  
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7) What is in your view the most efficient way of fostering multi-territory rights licensing in 
the area of audiovisual works? 

Greater competition should be pursued by granting right-holders the choice to authorise one 
single collecting society to license and monitor all the different uses made of their works 
across the entire EU. As a result of market forces collecting societies would need to be more 
effcient and trasparent in order to compete at pan-European level, thus leading to a reduction 
in tariffs. Right owners would also benefit from increased use of their rights across Europe as 
well as being given the choice to chose the collecting society that better represents their 
interests. 

In order to foster competition among Collecting societies it is also important that a set of rules 
is provided at European level in order to garantuee transparencies in respect to the terms and 
conditions applicable to online content and services. These rules should apply to the 
establishment and status of collecting societies (common accounting obligations would for 
example enable users to assess efficiency which is a key issue in the justification of the level 
of tariffs), to their relation to users (pubblication of tariffs and criteria on which tariffs are 
established which must r efer to the actual value of the IPR being exploited) and their relation 
to content owners.  

8) Do you agree that business models based on the idea of selling less of more, as illustrated 
by the so-called "Long tail" theory, benefit from multi-territory rights licences for back-
catalogue works (for instance works more than two years old)? 

Multi-territory licences together with correct pricing would benefit the Long Tail business 
model and allow for many contents to reach a wider distributions than that possible on 
physical distributions Networks. It would thus be in the interest of both on-line distributors 
and right owners to implement a system that would eliminate costly territory by territory 
negotiations, which can be a deterrent for the deployment of this market based on niche 
contents.  

Legal offers and piracy 

9) How can increased, effective stakeholder cooperation improve respect of copyright in the 
online environment? 

TI Group considers that copyright protection is essential in the development of a competitive 
online market and that cooperation between stakeholders can certainly improve the respect of 
copyright. In this framework, and as already mentioned, the availability of a legal offer of 
content – premium content in particular – on all platforms, including new media, at non 
discriminatory and fair conditions is the best tool for combating digital piracy. 

10) Do you consider the Memorandum of Understanding, recently adopted in France, as an 
example to followed? 

Concerning the French MoU, our Group is of the opinion that any initiative aimed at 
combating the infringement of IPRs is to be evaluated in the framework of the applicable 
European legal framework and in particular having in mind: 

1. the proportionality principle and 

2. the absence of any general monitoring obligation on ISPs, as set by art.12-15 of the e-
commerce directive. 
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In any case, the French initiative can be fully evaluated only once the French authorities will 
define all implementation details of the proposal.  

In any event, we are of the opinion that all initiatives aimed at requesting any contribution 
from ISPs must be carried out under the national judicial control and within the existing 
judicial procedures, which provide for adequate protection of all stakeholders rights, including 
ISPs. 

Such a judicial control, particularly, it’s necessary if the ISP is required to implement the 
inhibition of the access of a final user. Such a initiatives required the previous ascertain of the 
alleged infringement carried out between the interested parties by a jurisdictional authority 
and/or an entity such as an alternatives dispute resolution organization. 

Anyway the opportunity to adopt a system of prevention of the infringement and/or reiteration 
of the infringement through the inhibition of the access by the end-user must be carefully 
considered taking into account that the aforesaid access at any rate it’s also used for lawful 
activities (i.e. working purpose).  

 

11) Do you consider that applying filtering measures would be an effective way to prevent 
online copyright infringements? 

As already stated above, it is essential for market players to operate in a situation of legal 
certainty. All national legislations have duly implemented the e-commerce directive, which 
provides for a precise liability regime for ISPs. As a consequence, we consider that any 
application of filtering measures which can bypass the legal provisions of the e-commerce 
directive cannot be considered. 
In any case, any initiative in this regard must be accompanied by a detailed and reasoned 
assessment of its proportionality and of the benefits it can have on the market. 
As a matter of fact, often filtering measures are characterised by a limited technical efficacy 
and are able to potentially infringe essential rights such as privacy and freedom of expression.  
The right of freedom of expression and the right of privacy are respectively a human and a 
personality right and both of them might be considered in a higher rank compare to property 
rights. 
Therefore, decisions as the one taken recently by the Belgian Court in the Scarlet case are to 
be considered as contrary to the provision of the e-commerce directive, disproportionate and 
distortive of the actual legal order.  
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